
Community Leadership, Jobs, and Engagement: 

Community Lawyering for Equitable Solar Access







Conditions in 

Northern Manhattan 
● Over 600k residents, predominantly low to 

moderate income people of color 

● Aging, multifamily tenement  buildings, often 

with deferred maintenance

● Residents live primarily in rentals, public 

housing, or cooperatively owned buildings



Conditions in 

Northern Manhattan 
● Housing/energy affordability crisis

● Unjust burden of climate impacts on people of 

color/ low-moderate income residents

● Superstorm Sandy- a major inflection point for 

conversation on climate resilience



Superstorm Sandy and climate chaos

• Knocked out power and 
destroyed homes all over New 
York City, parts of the city are 
still a mess (e.g. Rockaways and 
the subway)

• Climate-related extreme heat 
events increasing and expected 
to increase dramatically



WE ACT Community Response

• Community not satisfied with climate solutions proposed by 
authorities; concern about gentrification and loss of affordable 
housing

• Desire to prepare Northern Manhattan working class Black and 
Latinx residents for the next Sandy-type event or other climate-
related stress or shock by improving energy security



WE ACT |  SOLAR ONE  |  SUSTAINABLE CUNY

Northern Manhattan Climate Action (NMCA) 

• WE ACT organized a 
series of workshops 
with NM residents 
over six months, 
including community 
visioning and “serious 
games” in which 
residents  responded 
to simulated climate 
disasters  in real time.



Climate Action Plan



Operationalizing Community Priorities 

Energy Democracy- i.e security and control over energy resources 
emerged as a main theme of the recommendations gathered from the 
community visioning.

WE ACT and community volunteers formed an Energy Democracy 
Working Group (EDWG) to work to advance the goals of NMCA- the 
group targeted Housing Development Fund Corporation (HDFC) low 
income co-op buildings to maximize overall climate resilience and 
affordable housing preservation benefits 



Solarize Launch Party (Oct 2017)



Organizing via Solarize Model

Solarize model:  organizing eligible solar buyers into a portfolio to 
create better bargaining power and competition for benefits:

- Low pricing
- Transparency and responsiveness
- Hiring of WE ACT solar trainees

EDWG and partners worked in parallel to aggregate buildings into a 
portfolio while securing installer services

Has never been undertaken in a dense urban core setting before



Community Lawyering Model

Advocates contribute legal knowledge and skill to initiative that 
community has identified and elevated:

- Working from behind, not in front
- Generative, not remedial outcomes



Community Leadership

The EDWG and WE ACT collaborated with Sustainable CUNY, Urban 
Homesteaders Assistance Board (UHAB), Solar One, and New York 
Lawyers for the Public Interest to assist with outreach,  technical, and 
legal assistance. 



Community Leadership

The EDWG volunteers drove the process from the project’s inception: 

- Conduct outreach to eligible buildings, planned events and 
presentations  

- Worked together to develop a set of values and priorities for 
choosing an installer via RFP

- Vetted applications and interviewed installers based on their 
proposals



Focus on Local Green Jobs

The EDWG prioritized the installers ability to provide jobs to WE ACT’s 
solar workforce trainees. Ability and willingness to employ WE ACT 
trainees was weighted heavily in the RFP.

Our winning installer agreed to hire two trainees per installation team, 
and were open to continuing to hire WE ACT trainees as their 
operation expanded in Manhattan



Engineering, Procurement, and Construction

Buildings and installer entered into standard engineering, 
procurement, and construction (EPC) contracts

- Between installer and individual HDFC
- WE ACT w/ NYLPI and Loeb & Loeb worked to negotiate stronger 

terms - i.e. relaxed payment schedules, acknowledgement of roof 
inspection and electrical study; fixed price within scope

- Issues with solar/aluminum tariffs vs need for fixed pricing



“Global” Project Development Agreement

WE ACT, with help from NYLPI and Loeb & Loeb LLP, crafted a separate 
agreement with our chosen installer in order to:

- Set parameters for work updates and external comms 
- Extend portfolio pricing for a firm period 
- Require WE ACT to continue outreach and referrals to installer 

contingent with installer meeting milestones
- Require interviewing and hiring of WE ACT trainees
- Hold WE ACT harmless for worker-related liability  



Barriers and Hiccups

We engaged, sparred with, and broke up with our initial installer. 
Unable to come to terms on price, terms and conditions of EPC

- Uncertainty around solar PV and aluminum taxes upset installer’s 
desire to commit to fixed pricing

- Inflated pricing beyond PPA feasibility, limiting our portfolio to 
buildings with cash reserves to pair with existing state and federal 
incentives

- Unsettled portfolio, and range of profitability between individual 
projects also deterred installer



Barriers and Hiccups

WE ACT and Solar One were forced to reissue RFP

- After several months, portfolio was more mature and enticing to 
installer, and may have led to more competitive bids

- Able to secure far better price per watt and stronger commitment 
to hire workers

- Favorable EPC template, which saved time and grief
- New installer elected level pricing across portfolio



Solar Uptown Now (S.U.N.) by the Numbers 
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Examples of rooftop solar profiles



Key Takeaways:

Action and iteration can drive success 
- Team moved forward without all the answers
- Negotiated conflicting and suboptimal timelines, adversity with 

building stakeholders, installers, and federal tariff disruptions 
to get 9 projects in off the ground in 18 months

Democracy is hard (but worth it)
- Community-led process was tricky but led to greater 

empowerment of community members
- NMCA priorities as a living document



WE ACT’s Regulatory and Legislative Advocacy

WE ACT, as part of the New York Energy Democracy Alliance, has prioritized community 

solar access and equitable energy efficiency implementation 

- New Efficiency, New York policy rollout engagement

- NYSERDA intervention participation (REVitalize, Solar Facilitation on NYCHA and 

HDFC, Solar For All program

- aligned party re: VDER working group

- VDER legislation, public relations and activism 


